MINNESOTA OR IOWA—WHICH

MANY THINGS MAY HAPPEN

Gophers Rely on Strength and Have the Stone Wall Idea Down Pat—
Iowa Relies on Quickness and Players Have it Yet—Gophers Look Like
Winners

A hard close contest is expected on Iowa field tomorrow afternoon when Iowa and Minnesota play their third football contest. The previous games resulted in favor of Minnesota, one in 1884 which is beyond the memory of present players. The second was one on Northrup field a year ago, lacking one day. Last year's game will be remembered for some time by Iowa the feel-ups growing out of the Gopher's try for the Big Ten championship, the interest in tomorrow's battle Iowa has sworn to defeat Minnesota and defeat her badly if possible.

Minnesota brings to Iowa field tomorrow a team that has been undoubtedly improved by defeat Last Saturday's contest with Nebraska in which Minnesota kept the Nebraskans on the defensive the last twenty minutes of the game. Even five minutes before the final whistle there was no score. Minnesota's defeat was due out to any great lack of development in her style of play. Two men who were the side lines during that game will be in the contest tomorrow.

The Gophers have been improving steadily this week in the little points in their play which were somewhat ragged last week. This will present Iowa team tomorrow a team which is just as strong as the one she presented on Northrup field a year ago. The style of play is the same. She does not try to make her strength her game. She wants her team going at a neck and neck to make her steady gains. If she defeats Iowa the score will not be anything much, because the game for the Gopher team can not score more than that number of points in the seventy minutes of play. Her line men are a tower of strength. They lean up against each other like stone walls and their charges are heavy. Some reports have, indeed, come from Northrup field to the effect that lighter men in the backfield will give a more open style of play to Minnesota tomorrow but it is difficult to believe. The Dr. Harry Williams would or could change in a week the style of play which he has chosen for his teams for the three years he has coached Min n. ts. If he has made any change it may prove disastrous to Iowa, for while the Hawkeye center is strong, almost impregnable, the Iowa ends are weak so that almost anything can run around them.

Iowa knows exactly what she has to meet tomorrow. She is known for it several weeks, for a year, in fact. There is a possibility that she will meet it. Coach Knipe has been working wonderfully hard on the men and they have been doing their best to improve under his directions. So far as seen in practice, however, that best has not been of a quality which will spell victory tomorrow. The Gophers are slow, they play high in the air, they do not slip, their interference is ragged. They lack the vim, the dash, the fire, the enthusiasm which has made football players under Knipe. Those who remember the recklessness and abandonment with which the champions of '99 and '00 played their football have noticed the great difference between their playing and the playing of the present Iowa team. This week it has been very, its conscientiousness, it is doing everything required of it in the best way it can, but it hasn't yet shown the winning mark of the men who were against hope that the team will show it tomorrow: that there may be something in the battle against a team superior to anything they have yet met which will force the men to fight their very best and play the game Knipe wants them to play. He is a man who in fifty years to do that and it is possible they may do it. Minnesota, with her reliance on her own ability and her sympathy to win her battles. She has never had it and it is not in her style of play. Minnesota may win tomorrow without playing the fine quality of football which is required of Iowa in order to win. Even if Iowa is defeated tomorrow there is yet hope that the team may develop the winning quality in its later games, for it is an objection but that it is in the men.

There is always the possibility that Minnesota may happen to win the game. Iowa may get the advantage of Minnesota tomorrow and under spur of that advantage she may scare and keep up the victorious pace. Minnesota may suddenly from her form. The game may be very close and decided by a flies. Signals when Iowa stands as much show to make as Minnesota. Neither team will be absolutely sure of victory until after final whistle blows. Both teams will go into the game prepared for a hard contest There is enough in the Iowa team to fight her own game and Minnesota is sure not to allow a victory go down against her with out a fierce struggle. Minnesota fights to redeem herself from defeat a week ago at a non-confer­ ence college. Iowa fights for a chance at the western championship and to even up with Minnesota.

The best wishes of all Iowa will be with the old gold eleven in Iowa field tomorrow afternoon.

And as for the result, we shall see what we shall see.

Gophers Here

The Minnesota team arrived in Iowa City in the morning and staying over the B. C. & N. Ry. the night, and the game tomorrow will occupy their attention.
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HANDS THE WINNER

IN FIRST CONTEST RUN

A bunch of fifty runners faced the starter in the first of the contest series of the cross country runs yesterday. Prof. C. W. Eastman, J. V. Westfall and H. H. Bush judged the start and finish while Max Meyer held the stop watch. W. L. Baugh registered the runners at the turning point. The start was made at 4:15 p.m., the men going off at a swinging trot. The course lay from the V. M. C. A. to the Min­ nehaha hotel and return, a distance of a little over four miles. The best previous time over the course was 35 minutes but in yester­ day's contest Hands was a point ahead against his hopes that the team will show it tomorrow: that there may be something in the battle against a team superior to anything they have yet met which will force the men to fight their very best and play the game Knipe wants them to play. He is a man who in fifty years to do that and it is possible they may do it. Minnesota, with her reliance on her own ability and her sympathy to win her battles. She has never had it and it is not in her style of play. Minnesota may win tomorrow without playing the fine quality of football which is required of Iowa in order to win. Even if Iowa is defeated tomorrow there is yet hope that the team may develop the winning quality in its later games, for it is an objection but that it is in the men.
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are a splendid innovation or rather innovation of an old custom.

Along with her athletic prestige Iowa wishes to maintain her reputation for continuous treatment of visiting athletic teams. Freshmen in particular should be warned that any approach at rowdism or unfair treatment of opposing athletes is not practiced by Hawkeyes and will not be tolerated. Victory is shrills by such tactics and defeat rendered disgraceful.

No loyal student will fail to attend the mass meeting tonight. It is called for 10 o'clock sharp and the program will be short so as to allow those who have engagements later in the evening to keep them. Much of the spirit with which Iowa goes into tomorrow's game depends on tonight's meeting.

At Cornell University yesterday the student body met and marched to football practice in order to encourage the team. This would seem to be a good scheme and points to an intensely loyal student body.

The cross country runs are popular as shown by the crowd of starters last night, and they are also of inestimable benefit to distance runners.

Special Notices
Iowa Pins at A. M. Green's.

Eyes examined at A. M. Green's.

Ladies Shoes Polished
Mr. H. Short will shine ladies shoes only, at Stewart's Shoe Store every Saturday from 10 to 12 in the morning and from 2 to 4 in the afternoon. Five cents per shine.

Buy our Walk Over Shoe.
The Boston Shoe Store 35c.

FOR RENT—Cheap, a finely furnished downstairs room, one block from university. No. 8 College St. 19-21.

The Educational Exchange
Helps college students secure positions as teachers in Iowa and the Northwestern States. For particulars address

Henry Sarns, Des Moines, Iowa
Manhattan Bldg. 115

F. T. BREENE, D. D. R. M. DENTIST
Office near Johnson County Savings Bank. Hours: 8.30 to 12 and 1 to 5 p.m. Telephone College No. 46. 8 College Street, Iowa City Iowa.

Des. NEWBERY &REWART
Eyes, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialties accurately adjusted. Office hours 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 to 5:00 p.m. Telephone 638 College St.

Kerkליה, Minneapolis. P. A. Kerck, Cbaker D. F. Saynor, Vice President J. E. Soderholt, Auditor Cbaker

Iowa City State Bank Capitol $65,000

BLOOM & MAYER
Students Headquarters
Stein Block Clothes
Stetson Hats
Manhattan Shirts
The Best Tailoring Department in Iowa.

BLOOM & MAYER

The Cloak, Suit, Fur and Millinery House of the City
Extends a Cordial Invitation to the Student Body to visit the store and inspect the

New Choice Merchandise in every department
QUALITY, the Best
ASSORTMENT, the Largest
PRICE, (Quality Considered) the Lowest

Iowa City Maennerchor
C. JAY SMITH, Director

This club solicits men with good voices, students or residents, the director has an experience of nineteen years as a special teacher of singing including six years in Chicago and seven years in Iowa City. College and Dubuque Streets.

A GOOD DANCER HAS A SOCIAL FUTURE
Learn the One-Step the Latest Craze


A Complete Every Saturday Evening

THE W. C. KERN CO. 441 E. 57th Street, Chicago. Caps and Gowns made to order and rented. Pensants for all colleges and fraternities carried in stock. Class Pins, Class and Team Caps.

Send for Catalogues.

People's Steam Laundry Work Satisfactory

SMYTH, PRINCE

For signs, handbills, engravings or any sizes.

Miles PRINCE, 1817 Washington

Y. LECTURER

FIVE

A course of talismans to arrange

at your convenience.

COURSES

JOHN P. F.

Director of Iowa, one of the American

ful deliverers of the oratorical

November

SHELTER R.

—The Science of the First

lanes, read has no say in the literary

GERMAIN

February. Very little time since an Iowa C

begotten prominent

HON. G. A.

Man with a title,

new man i

considered

Dixon

PROF. J. B.

When the University of Iowa has the new dormitories

no lecture faculty.

Tickets:

All College Classes.

LEE 117

Waterman's
(The text is too large to be fully transcribed. It appears to be a mixture of advertisements, notices, and general information, possibly from a newspaper or a local magazine.)
IOWA vs. MINNESOTA
As a curtain raiser---Iowa 2nd Team vs. Cornell 2nd Team
Saturday, October 25
The first game called on Iowa Field at 1:30 sharp. Minnesota has engaged 500 seats and will bring their band of 40 pieces.

General Admission $1.00.
Reserved Seats Now on Sale at Wienekes $1.50

Groceries
Fresh, and of the very best quality at:

Sangsters
can be had at the very lowest prices, quality being considered.

SANGSTER'S 208 East College Street

SPALDING'S OFFICIAL FOOT BALL SUPPLIES
Are used by all the leading colleges, schools and athletic clubs because they recognize that nothing bearing the Spalding trademark is the best that can be made.

Spalding's new attachment for foot ball tackling machines was invented by Mr. John McManus, trainer of the Harvard team, and used by them last season. The efficiency of a team is improved by its use from the first trial. Price $15.00.


A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
= New York Chicago Dover Baltimore Boston

Charming Nettie De Coursey, now playing in "Lost in New York" has been engaged for the leading role in "At Saratoga," a new musical comedy to be exploited next season. At the opera house next Friday night.

Furnished heated rooms for rent—509 S. Clinton. 20-197

Bloom & Mayer's uniforms are all made by them in their Custom Dept. in the dull season and can't be equalled by any regular ready made uniform. They are warranted not to fade, and fit perfectly, and coat no more than others at the price for the ordinary kind.

Ladies notice:—Shampooing, manicuring and facial massage done by a student. Inquire at 21 N. Dubuque St.

Largest Sporting Goods House
In the world—selling the wholesale trade for 45 years.

We will make interesting prices to anyone in localities that our traveling men do not visit. If you would be convinced
Send for Our Catalogue

It is Free

Football Pads, white canvas, padded, each $ .60

Army Duck Pans, heavy padded, each 95

Official Football, each 1.00

Morrill No. Mask, each 1.45

$35 Silver Hammered Gun, each 21.00

SCHMELZER ARMS GO., Kansas City, Mo.

C. O. D. LAUNDRY
211-213 Iowa Avenue
HIGH-CLASS WORK

A $ Saved is a $ Earned
We think, by our re-entering the Book and Stationery business in Iowa City, we have saved every Student of the University more than a dollar, in the difference between last year and this year's prices on Books and School Supplies.

We will continue to save you money—If you will give us an opportunity to show you the finest and largest assortment of Stationery from which you can make your selection at a saving of ten to twenty per cent below prices heretofore paid

Upward of one hundred

Pens from which you can make a satisfactory selection.

Show your appreciation of the saving by patronizing the New Book and Stationery Store

IOWA BOOK STORE
26 CLINTON ST.

Neatly Dressed People
Have their clothes cleaned and pressed at Westenhaver's Panitortium. Clothes cleaned and shoes dressed for $1 a mo.

Westenhaver's Panitortium
First Door East of Post Office

GROCERIES

SAVINGS

BROS.

BRO.

GROCERIES

THE IOWA CITY ECHO

Vol.

2

No. 8
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